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Research in Tibet: Growing Opportunities
Along with the increasing attention the Chinese government is giving to China's underdeveloped border
areas has come a willingness. albeit still guarded. to
open border areas and provinces to foreign technical
and scholarly expertise. Tibet. closed for so long to
foreign observation, has over the past few years been
the object of joint Chinese-foreign research in areas
of geology and seismology. French. British, and American scientists have participated in major collaborative
geological studies. including the 1979 CSCPHC-sponsored Plate Tectonics Delegation to Tibet hosted by
the Chinese Ministry of Geology and led by CSCPRC
member Clarence Allen, a geologist at the California
Institute of Technology.
Entry into Tibet for social scientists has been more
problematic, but two researchers sponsored by the
CSCPRC have recently made a significant breakthrough in gaining access to Tibet. Their report follows
below. Prof. Melvyn Goldstein of Case Western Reserve University was accepted for support by the
CSCPRC in 1982-83 for a project which involved
collecting linguistic data for a Tibetan-English dictionary. However. it was not until May 1985. three years
later. that the Chinese and Tibet Academy of Social
Sciences permitted him entry into Tibet to carry out
his linguistic survey. Through the assistance of his
host institution, the Tibet Academy of Social Sciences.
this initial research experience was quite successful.
As a result. he and colleague Cynthia Beall have
undertaken a second Tibet-based project: a year and
a half study of nomadic life in western Tibet. This
project, described below. is being conducted by Professors Goldstein and Beall under the 1986-87 National
Program for Advanced Study and Research in China.
Tibet's interest in studying its nomadic culture before
it disappears. Prof. Goldstein's fluent command of the
Tibetan language. and both researchers' sensitivity to
local customs and religion have all contributed to the
success of the project.
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Tibet's opening to foreign scholar can be best understood in relationship to China's concern for the development of its autonomous regions. In March 1984,
43 state-supported development projects in Tibet were
approved by the Party Central Committee. Ranging
from energy to transportation to communications,
these technical projects are part of an overall plan to
modernize Tibet with state funding. It is possible and
likely that the opening of Tibet to domestic technical
assistance eventually will be supplemented by opening
to foreign expertise. Certainly, in the field of educational exchange, the Tibetans are now attempting to
pursue scholarly exchanges on their own. New independent decision-making powers granted to provinces
and autonomous regions permit the Tibet Autonomous
Region to take its own initiative here.
In Tibet. as has always been the case with closed
or semi-closed areas of China, it has been easier for
scientists to conduct fieldwork than for social scientists
w ~ t hprojects such as that of Professors Goldstein and
Beall. In 1985 CSCPRC-sponsored scientist Richard
Mitchell of the US Fish and Wildlife Service negotiated
with the CAS's Northwest Plateau Institute of Biology
in Xining. Qinghai Province, a protocol to conduct a
survey of nine rare species of birds and twelve endangered species of mammals on the Tibet-Qinghai Plateau. The areas of exploration include regions never
before probed by Chinese scientists. Dr. Mitchell has
donated equipment for the project through the support
of his own private funding, as the Chinese lack much
of the equipment necessary for the expeditions. Dr.
Mitchell spent two months in the field last summer
and will be returning in summer 1987. He reports much
success. and an article on his first trip will appear in
a subsequent issue of CEN.

Studying Nomads on the Tibetan Plateau
Melvyn C. Goldstein and Cynthia M . Beall
Case Western Reserve University

\ Autnnnmnus R ~ q i n n

Tihrtnn Artronomorts Rrgiotr crnd nomad rrsecrrclr site.

As we approached Phala Shang. the initial site of our
research. we descended an 18.000-foot mountain pass
and crossed a 16.000-foot plain, encountering no humans but many antelopes, gazelles. wolves, and graceful Tibetan wild asses. Located about 275 miles northwest of Lhasa. the nomad encampment we approached
consisted of three nomad tents pitched beside a spectacular glacial lake at an altitude of 16,100 feet.
Although we did not realize it then. this was to be the
lowest campsite of the Phala nomads. We eventually
traveled to encampments located at altitudes of 17.300
feet and learned that some of these nomads actually
moved (with their yaks) to still higher altitude5 in
winter. For both of us. a dream of many years. if not
decades. had finally been realized. We were on the
Changtang. Tibet's high and rugged "northern plain,"
beginning a long-term intensive field study of Tibetan
nomads.

However. because Tibet is one of China's minority
regions. it was not immediately opened to research.
In fact. it was only after three years of sustained effort
that in 1985 the CSCPRC finally pryed the door open
and obtained approval for Goldstein to conduct a
linguistic research project in Lhasa. The initial project
was for only two months, May and June 1985. but was

Our reception in Tibet was exceptional
at all levels. TASS supported us completely throughorit all phases of the
study.
subsequently extended to allow an additional three
months in October. November and December. During
these five months, a very large corpus of new lexical
terms used in Lhasa was collected and I W O sociallinguistic surveys, one in the city and a second in a
nearby village, were conducted.
The cordial reception Goldstein received from his
host. the Tibet Academy of Social Sciences (TASS),
raised the possibility that an extended field study in
the Tibetan hinderland might now be possible. Goldstein discussed this with TASS and together with his
colleague at Case Western Reserve University. C.M.
Beall. submitted a research proposal to TASS and to
the CSCPRC.
Upon receiving support from the CSCPRC for our
nomad study. we traveled to Tibet in May 1986 to
work out the details of our long-term research project
with TASS. On June 3. after a three-week stint in
Lhasa during which final negotiations were conducted.
we signed a formal agreement with TASS to carry out
ajoint 17-month project on pastoral nomads in Western

Background

Knowledge of the culture and society of Tibet has
been greatly restricted by the inability of Western
scholars, particularly social scientists, to conduct field
research there. Anthropological village studies in what
is now the Tibetan Autonomous Region have never
been possible, and anthropologisls have had to be
content with studying Tibetan-speaking populations
living in Nepal and India. This situation changed when
China implemented its new "open door" policy. making field research in Tibet a real possibility for the first
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Tibet. in particular those living in Tsatsey Chu, an
area not open to foreigners. The study will provide
detailed data on the nomads' social, economic and
biological adaptation to their ultra high-altitude homeland. We also hope that it will be able to provide the
government of the Tibet Autonomous Region with
data and findings relevant to economic development
in such areas.
Reception and Research Conditions

Immediately following the signing of the agreement
we left Lhasa for Tsatsey and during June and July.
carried out preliminary research. We decided to focus
on Phala Shang, a nomad group in Tsatsey Chu
consisting of 55 families and 253 inhabitants. for a
number of reasons. This group lives far north of Tibet's
main east-west highway and is also relatively distant
from the Chu headquarters at Tsatsey (three to five
days' walk). Residing at altitudes of 16,000-17.800
feet, they are the highest natural population ever
studied, an important factor since one of our goals is
to study the adaptation of Tibet's nomads to the stress
of high altitude hypoxia. They have also maintained
their traditional lifestyle. Living in small encampments
of one to four families, they manage their herds using
traditional pastoral technology and strategies. They
still live in tents, hunt with matchlock rifles, collect
salt from distant salt lakes. and obtain their grain foods
by trading animal products and salt with farmers living
20 days to the southeast. Their beautiful but harsh
environment-it
snowed several times. and in midsummer the temperature I'requently dropped below

We were nor physically hampered by
high altitude hypoxia, hut the unexpectedly jierce summer winds and the
frequent haillsnowlrain storms of summer played havoc uith the canvas nomad-style tent Mpehad made in Lhasa.
freezing at night-still contains sizable herds of wild
animals, which traditionally played a part in the nomadic itdaptation.
We were accompanied to the Tsatsey Chu by a
Tibetan research assistant recruited in Lhasa and a
TASS official who had served years earlier in a nearby
nomad area. The head of the Chu then accompanied
us to Ihe Phala Shang and introduced us to the nomads
there. The TASS member and the Chu leader then left
and we bet up our tent and commenced our research.
December 1986 Volume 14, Number 4
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A Tibetan researcher from TASS arrived some time
later, and we expecl two or three young Tibetan
researchers from TASS to join the team next June
when we will begrn a 13-month stint of fieldwork.
Our reception in Tibet was except~onalat all levels.
TASS supported us completely throughout all phases
of the htudy The Shang and Chu made their economic
and demograph~c records available, thus provrding
crrtical baseline information on the economlc situatron
at the time the commune was disbanded four and a
half year\ earlier. And the nomads themselves were
extraordinarily cooperative. Although they had never
before seen Europeans. they were hospitable, gracrous
and patient with our endless questions and meacurements. We conducted formal interviews on reproduction, social organization, anlmal husbandry. and economrcs with the head of each of the 35 tentholds we
encountered. and supplemented these with extensive
informal rnterviews and casual conversations. The
nomads visited our tent freely and frequently and we
recrprocated at will. Srnce we lived rn the nomad
camps. we were also able to observe and record daily
life. as well as measure a variety of parameters such
as m~lklbutterproduction. We visited nine drfferent
campsites and obtained biologrcal data on 180 people.
whrch repre\ents 99.9 percent of the individuals we
encountered The\e data were prrmanly physrological
measurements dealing with topic\ such as nutrrt~onal
\tatus, growth. hemoglobin concentration. lung volume, blood pressure. etc. Beall, a phys~calanthropologist, initiated these measurements.
However. whrle our access to the subject population
was exemplary. the research 5eltrng itself posed many
logistic and equrpment difficultres We were not physrcally hampered by high altitude hypoxia. hut the
unexpectedly fierce summer wind\ and the frequent
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hail/snow/rain storms of summer played havoc with
the canvas nomad-style tent we had made in Lhasa.
The widely fluctuating temperatures (sometimes 100
degrees fahrenheit in our tent during the day and 30
degrees at night) and the blowing sand also affected
our equipment negatively. Moreover, the widely scattered nomad camp sites required us to move our camp

China's post-Mao nationality policy
has explicitly recognized Tibet's irniqire
cultr4ral homogeneity by encouraging
Tibetans to restore those parts of their
cultural heritage destroyed or suppressed during the Cultural Revolution.

frequently in order to obtain a meaningful sample. We
hired yaks from the nomads to move our tent and
equipment. but yaks are rather unruly animals and
frequently threw off our loads, damaging quite a bit
of our equipment. It also often took days to arrange
to hire these yaks (and horses) since they are normally
left alone in the mountains quite far from the nomads'
tent sites. For the next phase of the study we plan to
buy our own horses and are making arrangements to
hire our own caravan of yaks. Also. we will obviously
have to make better carrying cases.
Tentative Observations

Despite the perseverance of traditional nomadic diet.
dress, lifestyle and technology. change has affected
these nomads. Until 1959 they were serfs of Tashilhunpo. the seat of Tibet's second great incarnation.
the Panchen Lama. After this, there was a period of
family production under government-organized formal
cooperation. and then in 1970 communes were established. The nomad communes in this area continued
until October 1981 when China's "complete responsibility'' economic program was instituted. This reform
restored the family a s the basic unit of production and
apportioned all the commune's ani~nalsequally among
its members. Each person received about five yaks.
twenty-four sheep and seven goats at this time. Unlike
the rest of China. however. all farmer and nomads in
Tibet were declared exempt from taxes until at least
1990. Beijing and Lhasa hope that this will improve
the standard of living in Tibet and it is not unlikely
that the tax exemption will continue beyond 1990.
China'\ post-Mao nationality policy has explicitly
recognized Tibet's unique cultural homogeneity by

encouraging Tibetans to restore those parts of their
cultural heritage destroyed or suppressed during the
Cultural Revolution. Consequently, there have not
only been tremendous economic changes in the lives
of these nomads, hut a dramatic cultural and religious
renaissance as well. There is now religious freedom in
Tibet and the nomads (and others) practice Buddhism
a s they wish. They conduct ceremonies in their tents,
invite Lamas and monks for prayers, and circumambulate the holy sites in their area. In fact, while we
were in Tsatsey, the nomads initialed plans to rebuild
two small local monasteries that had been destroyed
during the Cultural Revolution.
It is obviously too early to draw firm conclusions
about the adaptation of these nomads, but preliminarily, it is clear that the new economic policy has
substantially improved the quality of life of the nomads
in this region and the new cultural policy has been
welcomed by all nomads.
In the four and a half years since the division of the
commune's herds among its members. although there
has been a 19 percent decrease in the number of yak
and a 10 percent decrease in the number of sheep,
there has been a 281 percent increase in the number
of goats per capita. Taking sheep and goals together,
there has been a I37 percent increc~sein herd size per
capita. This represents an increase of I I animals per
person during this period. These figures are impressive
since these nomads experienced drought during the
first three years following dissolution of the commune.
However. it is also clear that not all nomads have
benefited equally, and 37 percent of the "tentholds"
have experienced a per capita decrease both in sheep
and goats combined, and in yaks. The emergence of
substantial economic disparity between families appears a real possibility.
The biological data we collected raise a number of
questions that will be pursued next year. For example.
the nomad diet is exclusively animal products and
grain, i.e., they consume no vegetables or fruits, yet
they show no obvious signs of vitamin or mineral
deficiency. And despite the fact that they consume
large quantities of fat and salt from the Tibetan lea
(made with butter and salt) they drink throughout the
day and from their heavy consumption of meat, cheese
and yogurt, they have low blood pressure; we found
no cases of hypertension.
As expected. these nomads have higher hernoglobin
concentrations than Tibetan-speaking popul;itions living in Nepal at altitudes of 3000-4000 feel lower.
However, at the same time, a very important initial
finding is that the Tibetan nomads have hcmoglohin
levels subsrantially 1on.c.r than those reported for
Andean highlanders, despite thc f;~ctthat the Tibetans
live at altitudes 3000-4000 feet 11ighc.r thi~nthe Andeans. This. in part. supports Ihc argument that the
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adaptation of Himalayan (and now Tibetan) natives to
high altitude hypoxia may be different than that of
Andean natives.
These are obviously very tentative and preliminary
observations that may change as a result of analyses
now underway and new data collected during the next
phase of the study. They indicate. however, some of
the parameters we will be studying next year.

Finally. we want to emphasize that this research
would not have come to fruition without the expertise
and commitment of the CSCPRC. It worked energetically to make research in Tibet a reality. We hope
that our good fortune is just the beginning. and that
other American researchers will soon be able to initiate
similar social science research projects in the Tibet
Autonomous Region.

Visiting Scholar Exchange Reports
In this issue of CEN we have printed four reports of
scholars who recently visited China under the auspices
of the Visiting Scholar Exchange Program (VSEP).
They are the reports of a political scientist specializing
in comparative politics. two anthropologists. and an
economist. These articles focus on the social sciences
and humanities, demonstrating two goals of the program: integrating the study of China into humanistic
and social science disciplines. and initiating research
opportunities. Reading these reports gives a good idea
of the research that can be conducted on this program
by scholars both in and outside of the China field.
The Visiting Scholar Exchange Program began in
1979. Since that time about 400 American and Chinese
scholars have participated in it. It is a short-term
lecture and research program open to scholars in all
disciplines. It provides opportunities for lecturing.
conducting seminars. engaging in exploratory research.
and meeting professional colleagues. American scholars may apply to the program. while Chinese scholars
must be nominated by American scholars who assume
responsibility for planning their visits. The visits are
from one to three months. and must fall between
September and August of an academic year. American
applicants must be US citizens or have permanent
resident status.
The CSCPRC conducts the program with four cosponsoring Chinese organizations: the Chinese Academy of Sciences. the Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences, the China Association for Science and Technology, and the State Education Commission. The
CSCPRC selects half the American and Chinese participants in the program. with the Chinese cosponsors
selecting the other half.
Although the visits are for short periods. most of
the participants have reported that their time was well-
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spent giving lectures, conducting seminars, interviewing, and meeting faculty. students, and researchers.
In a recent survey conducted by the CSCPRC. American participants overwhelmingly supported the continuation of the program in its present form despite
the increasing opportunities to spend longer periods
in China doing research or teaching. The program
continues to appeal to people who cannot spend longer
than a few months in China. As these reports reflect.
considerable knowledge can be exchanged and collaborative projects initiated during a relatively short
period of time.
Program results reflected in the survey that were
most cited by respondents are ( I ) the bringing of
Chinese graduate students and visiting scholars to
American universities, including assistance with their
placement. financing. and program content. (2) translation of the Americans' lectures into Chinese and
distribution within China. ( 3 ) coauthorship of scholarly
articles and books between the American scholars and
their Chinese hosts. (4) for non-China specialists or
comparativists, the introduction of China into their
perspective and teachings, and ( 5 ) return visits to
China. some as often a s once a year, to continue the
work begun during the VSEP visit.
The program is funded on the American side by the
National Endowment for the Humanities, the Ford
Foundation, the Starr Foundation. and the National
Science Foundation. Persons interested in applying
for program year 1988-89 may write the CSCPRC.
asking to be put on the mailing list for the announcement. which will be available in May 1987.
-Parriciu 7sucl1iruni
Dirrc.ror. VSEP

